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All Boston mass transit was suspended Friday, and the Watertown area was in lockdown until further notice
as police hunted for the marathon bombing suspect.

BY MATTHEW DELUCA, STAFF WRITER, NBC NEWS

The entire city of Boston was put on lockdown Friday morning by the Massachusetts governor as police
searched for the second of two men believed to have been involved in the marathon bombings earlier this
week.

Gov. Deval Patrick said people should shelter in place as authorities engaged in a “massive manhunt” – an
extraordinary order that affected nearly one million people.

The second suspect was shot and killed.

Police searched the Watertown neighborhood door to door on foot and in patrol cars early Friday morning.
Residents were asked to call 911 if anyone other than police came to doors in the neighborhood.

All services on the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority were suspended authorities announced
earlier on Friday.

All Boston Public School activities were canceled. All city employees were told to stay in place and not come
to work. If they are already at work, they have been asked to stay in place.

Trial courthouses and offices in Cambridge, Brighton, Newton, and Waltham were closed until further notice.
Jurors for courthouses at the Suffolk Superior Court and Brooke Courthouses were told to stay home.

People waiting for buses or other transit services should head home and stay there, police said earlier on
Friday. No vehicular traffic was being allowed in or out of Watertown, where police engaged in a shootout
overnight with men armed with explosives. A no-fly zone was instituted over the Watertown area, the
Federal Aviation Administration announced.

Designated portions of the MBTA system might open up again later on Friday, Massachusetts Emergency
Management Agency undersecretary Kurt Schwartz said.

All Amtrak service coming into and departing from Boston's South Station was delayed as a result of police
activity and Amtrak service was suspended between Boston and Providence, R.I. before all area service
was suspended indefinitely around 11 a.m.

Logan Airport officials told NBC News early Friday morning that the airport was open and operating under
heightened security.

Megabus suspended at least ten buses traveling between Boston and New York and at least three traveling
between Boston and New Haven, Conn. All Peter Pan and Lucky Star bus line services too and from South
Station were suspended.

Police said at a press conference that all of Norfolk Street in Cambridge had been shut down early on
Friday, and media were warned to leave the area.

Businesses were asked to remain closed. Harvard University announced in a statement on its website that it
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was closed. Classes were canceled at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where a campus police
officer was shot and killed. Students at Boston College were told to "remain indoors" and classes were
canceled.

Emerson College tweeted that the school was closed until further notice: “Stay at home and where you
are.” Boston University said its police were on patrol on campus. A BU graduate student was among the
three killed by the bombing on Monday.

"Search for armed suspect continues in Watertown," the Boston Police Department tweeted. "Residents
reminded to remain indoors. All vehicle traffic suspended."

Related:

Profile of suspects in Boston Marathon bombing

Nearly 1 million told to stay indoors, transit canceled

Massive manhunt for 2  suspect after 1  one killed

Photos from Bostonians locked down amid terror hunt 

 

Video of firefight between
suspects and policeVideo of firefight
between suspects
and police
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advertisement

In a video posted to YouTube you can hear the firefight between two suspects and authorities in Watertown,
Mass.

This story was originally published on Fri Apr 19, 2013 6:00 AM EDT
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CT-525835 APR 19, 2013

Boston may be the home of the free but it sure isn't home to the brave. One million people
hiding from one! You have to be kiddin me!

SHARE

3 replies

Tribuck APR 19, 2013

I'm LMAO at the thought of all those libs in Boston,................ya know, the ones who think
we don't have the right to own guns and defend ourselves.....................hunkered down in
their homes, scared to death, hoping and praying that this MUSLIM dirtbag doesn't kick in
their back door................because they will have no gun to even have the chance to save
their own life or the lives of their children.

SHARE

Cripes APR 19, 2013

really, laughing it off?

I invite you to kick in my backdoor, and see how gunless I am.

it's pathetic you even mention politics, it reveals a lot.

it's almost like you're glad it happened

SHARE
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Cripes APR 19, 2013

and I'm republican,

SHARE

redhen1919 APR 19, 2013

they are caucasian from kazakhstan

Kazakhstan (i/ˌkɑːzəkˈstɑːn/ or /ˌkæzəkˈstæn/; Kazakh: Қазақстан Qazaqstan,

Kazakhstan, is a country in Central Asia, with a small portion west of the Ural River
in Eastern Europe.[2] Kazakhstan is the world's largest landlocked country by land
area and the ninth largest country in the world; its territory of 2,727,300 square
kilometres (1,053,000 sq mi) is larger than Western Europe.[2][6] Moreover, lying
on both sides of the Ural River makes Kazakhstan one of only two landlocked
countries in the world lying on two continents. It is neighbored clockwise from the
north by Russia, China, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan, and also
borders on a large part of the Caspian Sea.

SHARE

1 reply

wooddragon-3782447

Just to provide some perspective, here is a list of terrorist attacks and the number of victims
killed in Iraq so far this year....

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_terrorist_incidents,_January%E2%80%93June_2013

SHARE

wooddragon-3782447

Correction - the list includes other countries as well...

SHARE

The Truth-2190315

You are on lockdown trying to protect your family with a Titleist 3 iron instead of some real
iron when you suddenly realize that voting for tighter gun controls wasn't such a good
idea.........

SHARE
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GNASHING MY TEETH IN FRUSTRATION that the major media - the "free press" - the
supposedly independent voice - the foil to the pronouncements of Big Brother - are too busy
being breathless and self-important to report this story correctly and DRAW THE SUBTLE
BUT IMPORTANT DISTINCTION that the authorities have RECOMMENDED, not
ORDERED, that people shelter in place. Emergency or no emergency, your freedom of
movement CANNOT BE SUMMARILY SUSPENDED BY THE POLICE. This is still the
United States of America, and the police cannot "lock you down" and order you to stay off
the streets, if you have done nothing wrong. They can _ask— you to help them by staying
inside, they can order your vehicle to stay off the streets, they can ask transit systems to
close, they can stop and frisk you if the have probable cause, but THINK ABOUT IT,
PEOPLE, they cannot take away your freedom to leave your house because "the bad man
is on the loose somewhere around here." Shameful. In the ongoing tug of war between
freedom and security, we are making it WAY TOO EASY for the balance to tilt away from
freedom by thinking that this kind of thing is okay.

SHARE

Cece Whitman

The media and government are trying to blame anybody just to have the answers for the
public, but they overlook North Korea after they threAten to bomb American cities, America
is bullying weak countries, but when it comes to North KoreA we have to compromise, I
wAnt the truth not some lie

SHARE

2 replies

Jim-583260

They are MUSLIM terrorists. Google the Beslan school bombing in Russia to see the kind of
people we are dealing with. NBC News is a joke - they say they "don't know the motivations
of these terrorists??" Anyone who has even remotely followed Chechnya in the past few
years knows the motivations of these scum.

SHARE

redhen1919
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They are from Kazakhstan

Russian: Казахстан [kəzɐxˈstan]), officially the Republic of Kazakhstan, is a
country in Central Asia, with a small portion west of the Ural River in Eastern
Europe.[2] Kazakhstan is the world's largest landlocked country by land area and
the ninth largest country in the world; its territory of 2,727,300 square kilometres
(1,053,000 sq mi) is larger than Western Europe.[2][6] Moreover, lying on both
sides of the Ural River makes Kazakhstan one of only two landlocked countries in
the world lying on two continents. It is neighbored clockwise from the north by
Russia, China, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan, and also borders on a
large part of the Caspian Sea.

SHARE

Jim-583260

Redhen,

Have you not heard their own uncle describe them? "They put a shame on my
whole family, a shame on the whole Chechnyan ethnicity". He also described them
as Muslims - as nearly everyone in Chechnya is. They had relocated to other areas
to avoid the figthing that has been going on in Chechnya - before they came to the
U.S. - but they are Chechnyan muslims.

The uncle at least is more than a decent guy - have to like him. He represents what
we expect of people who come to this country - he is now an AMERICAN.

SHARE

1 reply

Tribuck

Taxis in Boston are prohibited from driving the streets today? And people laugh when
someone puts forth the notion of the dictator in the White House declaring martial law or
shutting down the internet??? Exactly what do you call the government prohibiting taxis from
driving???

TYRANNICAL AMERIKKA.

SHARE

Cripes

what do you call it?

you call it a f'in terrorist runnning around the city....somoene who shot 2 cops,
highjacked an suv threw explosives out on residnetial streets, oh yeah, and bombed
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the boston marathon...

nobody to mingle in with if nobody is out...

I guess you need more reasons?

You're obvioously not from Boston

SHARE

LIVE4FREEDOM1

I'm sure these bombs, guns and other weapons are registered and they submitted to
background checks.

SHARE

DelbertDontCare

Kill them all. God will recognize his own.

SHARE

1 reply

Laugh me please

exactly tribuck, just a test of the national martial law and no one will say a word because of 1
MAN? Boston you lost more then just 3 people that day

SHARE

Cripes

we actually lost it on September 11, 2001....how soon you forget

SHARE

This is why citizens should be allowed to conceal and carry. Instead of shutting down a
whole city because citizens cannot defend themselves we allow citizens to police
themselves and make the criminals fear us. Or this is just one big excercise to see how the
population will react to marshall law. Ill pray for you Boston.

SHARE
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Anne O'Nimitty

What is more terrifying; one madman on the loose or the ability to lock-down 1 million
Americans in hours?

What will offer more closure; the death of the 2nd suspect or the capture and the
application of our judicial system?

SHARE

WILLY-2917772

in my part of the world we would welcome him being on the loose we all carry guns. and are
not affraid of all the propaganda our government puts out there. to bad they killed the kid
before we could get his side of the story . him and his brother have been in this country
since they were 9 years old the one just got a scholarship and they're father sought asylum
here. Does that sound like people who should be mad at our way of life . something sounds
fishy to me!

SHARE

S Allison

Obama being coached this morning - Mr. President please try once more - Muuuuusl -I can't
do it - but Mr. President you must - try once more - Muslim Tttt....Terrorist. Very good Mr.
President - now remember look angry no tears in your eyes or sense of sorrow. We will
make sure the conference is over before the afternoon call to prayer. One more thing - yes
sir - did you get that hedge trimmed so I can face Mecca more clearly from my ?- Oh yes
Mr. President the gardener took care of that.

SHARE

Starshine-521521

Amendments-

No, America is still strong. It's you who are starting to fall apart and rot from your
core..............

SHARE
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2 replies

S Allison

Obama being coached this morning - Mr. President please try once more - Muuuuusl -I can't
do it - but Mr. President you must - try once more - Muslim Tttt....Terrorist. Very good Mr.
President - now remember look angry no tears in your eyes or sense of sorrow. We will
make sure the conference is over before the afternoon call to prayer. One more thing - yes
sir - did you get that hedge trimmed so I can face Mecca more clearly from my office?- Oh
yes Mr. President the gardener took care of that

SHARE

Starshine-521521

S Allison-

Ok- you said that already and it wasn't clever the first time.

BTW- were you as judgemental of George W. who flew the Bin Laden family out of
the USA immediately after 9/11 ? I'm betting no.................

SHARE

okie58

starshine

would you have been responsible for his family or just watched the mobs kill them?
Personally I would have watched but why would you compare this to 9/11 and bring
bush into it. Are you dems programed to blame every thing on bush. I liked s
allisons post and thought it was fairly comical and smile worthy

SHARE

okie58

wow sure was easy and fast to lock down a whole city and take control. Now the terrorist
know how to cripple cities. I really hope they don't kill the other bomber it would not lead us
to their handlers or to be questioned about if it was really them that are responsible ( dead
men don't talk). I don't think this was a two bro attack there is more behind them and must
be dealt with. What really scares me is how fast the populance obeyed the martial law order
with no questions. We have really turned into a country of sheeple

SHARE

Kathleen-2443896
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We all know what they should do....... put him in a room with the same bomb and blow HIS
legs off

SHARE

theLORDs

What amazes me about reading all the comments here is that most of us are just like these
two men. But, you say, these two men killed an innocent 8 yr old boy. I have an 8 yr old son.
He, remarkably, looks a lot like the boy that was killed. Every time I see his picture, my gut
tightens. As horrible as that is, what you all are saying to each other and about other people,
is no different. We, humans, kill others with our words every day. It is sickening. Blame the
president. Blame other religions. Hate is hate. No matter who is doing it! Kill him quickly!
Blow his legs off! Waterboard him, torture him, kill him, KILL HIM! That is probably exactly
what they were thinking! So, how are we any different?

SHARE

1 reply

canfield

IT IS Genuinely Very Useful FOR ME.I LIKE YOUR Put up Simply because IT IS Very
Useful FOR ME AS Effectively. HOPING THE Exact same Best Operate IN THE UP
COMING Times ALSO. THANK YOU!

<a href=" ">taxi Minneapolis</a>
<a href=" ">airport taxi mpls</a>

SHARE

okie58

say what to who?

SHARE

1 reply

Bulletman357

White guys,,,hahahahahahahahahahha

More white guys who wanted to be in the NRA

SHARE
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okie58

you dumb assy they are muslim and what the hell does their colour have to do with
it.

SHARE

1 reply

redhen1919

I have been reading and the photos prove that these are white males, but the racists are
still characterizing them as being from the middle east. You all can clearly see they are
caucasian, but are so explicitly and implicitly racist that you refuse to accept it. Maybe if law
enforcement had not been focusing on dark-skinned suspects they might have caught them
sooner. I am sure that these terrorists knew that is where the focus of the search would be.
Racism harms everyone involved.

SHARE

Jim-583260

Redhen - not surprised that the next ignorant comment I saw when I scrolled down
has your name attached.

These are radical muslim terrorists. Chechnyans have been fighting alongside the
Taliban and others for decades. They murdered hundreds of school children in
Beslan Russia with bombs.The mainstream (leftist) news media was all but wetting
themselves over the prospect that those behind the Boston bombings would be
"home grown" white guys. They turned out to be like 99% of all the other terrorists
in the world today - muslims. Shocking!!

SHARE

Rick Day

Everyone is missing the point here. Either that, or you are all totally comfortable with this
martial law exercise. Scream 2nd amendment while allowing police to search your home?
You are only a half-patriot.

All you yayhoos with guns ought to put your life where your rhetoric is, if anyone, police or
not, comes through your door, aren't you claiming that you have the right to 'defend your
domicile'?

Unless you are willing to die for your freedom, you are a shell of a citizen. I want to hear
about some right wingers forming militias and driving the Martial Law Black Shirts out of
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their neighborhoods.

Or, you can cower and hide and say "yeah, anything to get that one bad guy." Jesus, what a
bunch of losers. No wonder Obama and his Moooslem Cabal beat you guys like a bastard
stepchild.

MA Gun nuts get no love here. Dittoheads have no balls in Boston. They welcome the
invasion with cookies and a 'attaboy'.

SHARE

wallace3237

DHS has purchased more ammo then was used in all the fake wars in the last ten years.
WHY? Now DHS has Boston on lock down searching for a fake domestic terrorist. A young
kid who looks like he couldnt blow his nose without his mom present. This is another staged
false flag event to tighten national security and create a new type of terrorist for us to fight.
Domestic ones. How many Americans are buying this BS we see on controlled media.

SHARE

1 reply

LOU1956

Russian! What the hell? Why Russian? Everyone has to get a piece of the American Pie or
WHAT???

SHARE

Jim-583260

The bombers were Chechnyan Muslims - that is their family background.
Chechnyan muslims have been among the most brutal terrorists in the world. They
murdered 330 RUSSIANS in 2004 - mostly young school children who were held
hostage with bombs strung all around them.

Obviously they (most likely the older brother) were in contact with elements of
radical Chechnyan groups.

Those groups are the mortal enemies of ordinary Russians.

SHARE

redhen1919

Since I last posted I discovered that Kazakhstan is 70% Sunnite Muslim not Shi'hite. Yes,
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2 replies

there is a distinction. Instead of saying that all that worship Islam are terrorist educate
yourselves. Americans hate it when other countries say we are all dirty, unclean, racist,
murderers of innocent women and children. We hate when they say we only care about
capitalism,i.e., money and not about people. Yet we accuse all those that worship Islam as
terrorist, we characterize them all as dark-skinned demons. Now, we are faced with two
terrorists from Kazakhstan. They are caucasian as are most Muslims and most Muslims
terrorists. This begs the question. How did Muslim terrorists become characterized as non-
caucasian? Law enforcement characterized these men as "light-skinned"; they are
obviously caucasian. Did the fact that these men were not dark-skinned delay law
enforcement from capturing them before they hurt more people? One poster tried prove that
they are not caucasian by demanding passport pictures. America needs to deal with its
explicit and implicit racism, because some day a young white person that you think is safe
will rob and kill you or a family member. We need to stop characterizing caucasians as all
non-violent and non-criminal and dark-skinned people as criminal and violent. Racism
harms everyone.

SHARE

Jim-583260

Good God - Would you take 5 minutes to educate yourself?? THEY ARE
CHECHNYANS - listen to their own Uncle tell you that. Don't come back here and
post again until you do.

http://www.nbcnews.com/video/nbc-news/51596458?from=en-
us_msnhp#51596468

NO ONE (except perhaps yourself) focuses on "skin color" exclusively when talking
about MUSLIM terrorists. The largest (population) Muslim country on earth is
Indonesia - where most people have an Asian background. There are many
terrorist groups there as well - including those who killed dozens bombing
nightclubs (Bali, etc.) and other places. The COMMON THREAD among all these
groups is not skin color - it is their religion.

SHARE

CC GWRider

They are called CHECHENS.

They are reported to be MUSLIMS by a man who says he is their uncle. He claims
they are doing what they have done because they are "losers" and not because of
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religious or political reasons. Uhm... excuse me if I take THAT statement with a
grain of salt.

Coming from that part of the world, they are I believe Caucasian. But it's funny that
so far the only people I've seen that are so worried about their skin color are the
people who claim to be non-racist.

SHARE

marine-2

What the hell is going on? We seem to be mired in an epidemic of insanity!

SHARE

1 reply

pete-1400044

how does the boston police dept let this killer get away ,when they had them cornerd, and
should have killed both of them

SHARE

J.Peay

The TV reporters say the police had the Watertown, MA community on lockdown
and they went down each street. I'm wondering WHY THEY DID NOT GO INTO
EACH HOUSE. Seems to me that would make sense. This guy could be in any one
of the houses in that area! Otherwise, why the lockdown?

SHARE

3 replies

Cece Whitman

Like I said earlier American government is ready to bully little people and countries, but is
scared to face north Korea after being threaten by them saying that they would bomb
American cities I'm sick of the lies I want the truth on Boston.

SHARE

wallace3237

The truth is plan as the nose on your face. Its was staged false flag event. Anything
else you hear other wise is a lie.
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SHARE

CC GWRider

Here's your pill, Wallace3237. Go ahead, swallow it. There, that's a good boy! Go to
sleep now.

SHARE

Jim-583260

Cece,

You honestly believe the U.S. is "afraid" of North Korea?? Certainly we want to
prevent those nutjobs from using the 10,000 artillery pieces they have dug into the
mountains just across the border from Seoul, but "afraid" ??? - give me a break. We
are afraid of North Korea - just like we were "afraid" of Saddam's tanks that his
dumbass spokesman said were winning the war - right up until we rolled up to his
building in Baghdad.

SHARE

1 reply

mike-637267

Land of the Free? Home of the Brave? A million people terrorized into lock down by two
immigrant Islamic murderers. Kim Jong Un is quaking in his boots! See, this why we should
shouldn't let Saudis' fast track through airports, Napalitano!

SHARE

CB750-6689139

So what do you think the people of Boston should do? Walk around like normal so
this nut job can have easy access to a hostage or two. I only hope whoever's house
he finally breaks into is waiting with a loaded Glock and puts a few rounds into his
head.

What would you do different than what is being done now?

And these two were Chechen not Saudis: worlds apart.

SHARE

CB750-6689139

Need I remind all of you who are clamoring about these two wack jobs being Muslim, that
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8 replies

Timothy McVay was a Christian, Adam Lanza was a Christian and Adolph Hitler was a
Christian. Believe me, Muslims don't have the market cornered on killing and terrorizing
people.

Your religion doesn't determine whether or not you will be a killer. Your mental stability will
determine that.

SHARE

f.gump

CB,

Can you direct me to your sources that prove Tim, Adam, and Adolph were
Christians?

SHARE

f.gump

CB,

I don't know if Wikipedia is considered by you to be a reliable source but Tim grew
up in the Catholic but as a adult he said "there is no hell and my god is science".
Adolph totally rejected the Catholic teachings of his early years and thought
Christianity was a sign of weakness. Couldn't find anything on Adam's bio regarding
his religious views but since you are wrong on Tim and Adolph, my bet is you are
wrong on Adam as well.

SHARE

CB750-6689139

OK f-gump. What's your point? All muslims are evil and all christians are good? I'm
just trying to say that it is wrong to label them as Muslim Terrorist without label the
likes of McVay, Lanza, Hitler, Chavez, Arafat, Christopher Columbus, King Henry
VIII, Franco, Mussolini, Columbine shooters, or any thousands of other death
merchants.

I'm saying this because my wife is muslim. I know her and her circle of friends to be
peaceful people. I get worried when rednecks start labeling Muslim Terrorist. I'm
worried that some mental midget will decide to "get even" and she'll some how get
hurt by fools who don't know the difference between a Czech or a Chechen.

SHARE

f.gump
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What's my point? My point being how wrong you are by labeling Christians to Tim,
Adolph, or Adam without any proof, while you say it's wrong to label people, even
though you labeled people like rednecks. I smell the scent of a hypocrite?

SHARE

CB750-6689139

bite me A-hole

SHARE

f.gump

stupid is as stupid does

SHARE

CB750-6689139

Obviously you are too dense to grasp what I was trying to say, and for that I'm
sorry.

I was speaking from frustration having read all those redneck remarks.

Now I can see from your name and reply that you are a simpleton redneck too.

So sorry to have tried to engage you in civil conversation. I didn't understand just
how narrow minded you are.

SHARE

f.gump

The level of your ignorance, hypocrisy, and bigotry blossoms with everyone of your
posts. There is no such thing as civil conversations with fools!

SHARE

f.gump

To the residents of Boston: Because there is a terrorist on the loose, for your safety, place a
gun free zone sign on your property immediately!

SHARE
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mnbiker

Second quarter gun sales and nra memberships up in Mass.

SHARE

greatwhitehopeful

Memo to East Coast Liberals:

Do you think that the people in Boston are better off cowering unarmed behind their doors

or

Armed to the teeth?

I bet that the armed ones put the biggest clips they got in their guns too!

SHARE

wallace3237

GW Rider, Funny you think I need a pill. I am wide awake, suckers like you who believe this
nosense needs awake up call.

SHARE

f.gump

This just in: The Obama Administration has declared Boston a gun free zone. All Boston
residents need to turn in their guns immediately.

SHARE

2 replies

jonbell

Wonder how many "Libs" cowering behind locked doors in their Watertown homes wish
they had an assault rifle right now?

SHARE

Eclipse1016

I consider myself somewhat liberal. I have NO shame in it despite how much
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people like you who claim conservatism try to skew a "liberal's" image. Believe in
what you may but understand how idiotic and lazy it is to group a whole mass of
people who believe differently than you, into one category. Looking back, Bush
senior and junior who represented the conservative party was a cake walk as
compared to the crazed, selfish, narcisistic and hateful individuals who slew
intolerance around without shame and who choose to hide behind conservative
views are now. In a time like this low lives like you choose to kick their fellow
brothers and sisters when they are at their weakest instead of taking the high road.

I am from Boston, living in a region currently under lockdown. I know multiple
individuals who were within minutes, feet and a last minute change of plans away
from being a victim of this atrocity. These individuals were conservatives and
liberals. But know this, none of that mattered during that instant when almost 200
individual's lives changed forever. None of was were wishing for a gun to fix the
problem or help save us because that's NOT. WHAT. THEY. DO...especially in
inexperienced hands.

People like you with narrow mindsets need to look deep within themselves and
figure out why they have grown so hateful. Our society needs to really learn how to
accept their wrongs, learn how to be humble once more and stop putting blame on
others because they believe themselves too high to take responsibility.

SHARE

f.gump

Good job Eclipse in showing us an example of how idiotic and lazy one can be to
group a whole mass of people who believe differently than you. By the way, can I
sell you a gun free zone sign to place in your yard to protect you from the at large
terrorist, criminal, miss understood 19 year old, bullied, soft spoken, great student
athlete, quiet, good listening, respectful victim

SHARE

Dave-6011545

See, now aren't we glad that we have a muslim President. What is it with the muslims that
they are such extremist? I don't understand when they do something terrible they are called
Islamic, but when they talk about their religion they say they are Muslims.

SHARE

Mrrationalthought
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Boston transit shut down, nearly 1 million sheltering in place amid terror hunt - U.S. News

http://usnews.nbcnews.com/.../19/17822687-boston-transit-shut-down-nearly-1-million-sheltering-in-place-amid-terror-hunt?lite[5/1/2015 1:25:19 PM]

The whole lockdown idea is misguided. Limits to movement are not legal and it is much
better to have more people out looking rather than cowering inside. All this guy needs to do
is hole up somewhere and wait this out.

SHARE

Start a new conversation:
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